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Abstract 
The H panicle with quark content (uuddss) is presented as a 

good candidate to be stable with respect to strong interactions. In the 
framework of a non relativistic potential model, the binding energy is calcu
lated by a full dynamical approach using a resonating group trial wave 
function. The center of mass motion and the Pauli principle are correctly 
treated. Sophisticated baryon wave functions are employed and the equation 
of motion is solved with six coupled channels including radial excited 
baryon states. The effect of breaking SU(3) flavor symmetry is discussed 
in detail. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The quantum chromodynamics (QCD) seems to be a good candidate for the 
dynamical description of strong interactions. Although beautiful and very 
elegant conceptually,it is nowadays very difficult to make quantitative 
predictions from basic principles. The lattice gauge theories ' which are 
the only known fundamental way to tackle physical problems are in their 
infancy and far to be able to give quantitative answers for the description 
of every day systems, even the simpler ones. If one wants to overcome these 
limitations, one must rely some way or other to approximations. Keeping the 
basic ingredients of QCD as a guide, three main categories can be distinguished 

21 i) The bag models ' where the quarks are considered essentially 
as free relativistic particles moving in a bag with appropriate boundary 
conditions 

ii) The skyrmion models ' where the relevant degrees of freedom 
are those of mesons and for which the baryon notion is recovered as a topo
logical concept 

41 iii) The non relativistic potential models ' where the quark motion 
is subjected to fulfil a Schrôdinger equation based on a quark-quark 
potential. 

Each of these approaches has attractive and appealing features but 
suffer from a number of drawbacks (theoretical, technical or both). They 
agree more or less on the mass of simple systems but present sometimes drastic 
differences on a lot of other observables. It is thus particularly interesting 
to multiply comparisons between them and experimental data as well as to test 
their respective predictions, in order to guess the good approximation or 
at least under which conditions one of the above mentionned approximations 

F 
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can be considered as satisfactory. 

A great postulate of QCD is that observable systems occur only in 
color singlet states. In a world with three colors this leads to the well 
known triality rule : the quark content of an observable system is of the 
form q1" q n with m - n • 3 B, where B is the baryon number. Apart from the 
usual meson (m • n = 1) and baryon (m = 3, n = 0) particles, QCD lets room 
for a wide variety of other exotic systems. Their existence would give a 
firmer confidence on QCD theory. Among the various possibilities, the diba-
ryons Cm • 6, n = 0) bound by gluon (and not by meson) exchanges have deser
ved special interest both or the theoretical and experimental sides. Some
times ago theorists predicted plenty of them (mainly in bag model approaches) 
but, despite a huge experimental activity for detecting them, no definite 
conclusion can be brought up to now concerning their existence even as 
resonances. 

Jaffe was the first to point out that, among the various dibaryons, 
the particle he call-ad the H or dilambda (because it has the quantum 
numbers S = - 2, I = 0, J = 0 of the A A system) was specially attractive 
because it could be a stable (for strong interaction) particle. The point 
is that the Pauli principle and the chromomagnetic quark interaction , which 
is quite strong in QCD, are basic ingredients for a dynamical description 
of Nature; the chromomagnetic interaction tends to favor symmetric configura
tions for the quark motions but Pauli principle fights against that; the 
dilambda (uuddss quark content) is the system which benefits maximally by 
this chromomagnetic attraction. The observation of an H particle would be 
a crucial test for QCD or at least for models derived from QCD. Since 
then, a number of works has been devoted to such a subject. From the-
theoretical point of view most of the studies were performed within the 
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bag model and the Skyrme model. The calculated H masses lie m a wide range, 

some of them near the original Jaffe's value 21S0 MeV, but practically all 

the results predict the dilambda as effectively stable. However, a prelimi

nary lattice gauge calculation J gives the opposite result but with a very 
71 big uncertainty. To our knowledge only one calculation was made in the 

non relativistic model and predicted a sharp resonance at 26.3 MeV above the 

A A threshold. The present status for the calculated mass is reported on 

figure 1 in which all the corresponding references are given. 

If the dilambada lies above the A A threshold at 2.230 MeV -
-20 

which is the lowest S = - 2 threshold - it should decay very fast ( £ •" 10 s) 

by strong interactions. On the other hand if 205S MeV (AN threshold) < M^ 

< 2230 MeV the strangeness number is violated by one unit and the decay must 

proceed by first order weak interactions leading to mean time similar to 

that of strange particles, i.e. C ^ 1 0 " s. In the case of a weak binding 

(less than 10 MeV) the decay H-*p /\tr"(weak decay for a A ) is expected 

to be favored; for a deeper bound state the characteristic channels would 

b e 1 8 

H -*E"p » £°^, An. 
If the dilambda lies below the A N threshold then the strangeness number 

is violated by two units and the decay needs a second order weak interaction 

process giving to the H a mean time as large as several days or months. Such 

a possibility has seriously been proposed as a scenario for explaining the 

so-called "Cygnus X 3 enigma". 

From the experimental point of view the situation is not much 

clearer. A nunber of production reactions has been proposed in the littérature * 
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such as 
p^p _^ H+K'+K* 

(!) 

(2) A+p—* H*K + 

£ * f —* H + K° es 

;£"+ p —*- B+U,rWx° (4) 

H. + oL — • H+n. C S ) 

K~* oL —* H + K ' en 
K"4- a He - * H + K*4-»u C8) 

In fact, in terms of quarks, all these reactions are based on pair annihila
tion and creation. For example the creation of si" from the vacuum leads to 

p - * A + K + or £*" • K ° and thus to (1), (2) or (3). 
The fundamental annihilation-creation uti -*si is responsible for K~+ ud -»• 

K °+ ss or K" + uu -> K*+ ss and to (7} or (8) 
2<M Carroll et al studied the first reaction but found no evidence 

for a dilambda structure. Hswever it was argued that the cross section for 
that reaction could be less than 40 nbarns, the limit imposed by the experi-

211 221 
mental set up .On the other hand, Asrts and Dover , after a detailed 
and complete analysis, claimed that reactions like (4), (5) or (6) could be 
more suitable for a weakly bound H whereas strangeness exchanges like those 
of (7) and (8) would be favored for a deep bound dilambda. A strong argument 
against the existence of a stable H particle is the observation of ̂ H e . 
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If the H were bound by several tens of MeV, the A A would fuse into an 
H and the decay Jfae-*** H would be as fast as 10"' 8 to 10" 2 0 s 2 6 ). 
Indeed one observes two independent weak decays of the A with characteristic 
time CviO s. Franklin ' surveyed the experimental problems and the 
present status for hunting the H. This is an exciting challenge for which 
further experiments are planed . 

In this paper we perform a dynamical calculation for the dilambda 
in the non relativistic quark model (NRQ M). This model gives quite good 
results for meson and baryon spectroscopy and for hadron-hadron scattering; 
it can be used with some confidence for more involved systems. In the frame
work of the resonating group method (ROD it allows a correct treatment for 
the center of mass motion and we think that for this kind of problem, this 
is a basic ingredient for a good calculation. Since only one such calculation 
has been made we hope that this new study, done in our opinion with much 
better potential and baryon wave functions, will bring new insights and 
confort this previous work; it must be considered as a supplementary stone 
in the building of the H understanding. The paper is organized as follows : 
in the next section a complete dynamical calculation is presented in the SU(3) : 
flavor symmetry limit for which the masses of u, d and s quarks are identical. 
In the third section, we break (partially} this symmetry and examine the 
consequences. Our conclusions are drawn in the last section. 
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2. THE DIMMBDA IN THE SU(3) p LIMIT 

In this section the quarks u, d and s will be assumed to have the 
same mass m » m » m d • m. which, in this first study, is kept as a free 
parameter varying inside a reasonable range : 300 VkV < m < 600 MeV. In a 
first step, we consider a pure chromomagnetic force 

<flJHSg) 
wi;mj v„ - - «£ 

where the <v are the generators of the SU(3) color group and <f i the 
usual SIK2) Pauli matrices. This potential has widely been used in the "color 
chemistry" technics; it allows to get rid of the special wave function (which 
is therefore supposed completely symmetric) and to rely basically on group 
theory arguments; moreover it is expected to give the tendency for physical 
properties. The underlying group for (9) is SU(6) D SU(3) C x SU(2) and for 
equal masses V_. is simply the sun of generators allowing an exact treatment 
in terms of Casimir operators. The lowest configuration which contains the 
H particle is the 490 irredicible representation (IR) (see Jaffe b J and Rosner 
whose energy is - 24 2 , . We prefered to analyse the dilambda in the 

m* 
SU(3) F x SU{3) C x SU(2) group for which 

(10) 

N being the number of quarks for the system, S its spin and C~ and Cj. ' 

the quadratic Casimir operators for SU(3) C and SU(3) p. The quantum numbers 
for the H correspond to N = 6 (dibaryon), S = 0, C l? • 0 (color singlet), 
(2) a. 

Cp = 0 (flavor singlet) and the previous value - 24 •=* is easily 
m 

checked. The same formula applies as well for the- baryon octet (N =3, S = 1/2, 
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c £ Z ) = 0, Cp 2 )= 3] giving - <2| and thus the threshold is located at - I£-â . 
m - m 

One sees that the dilambda is bound by -=5 ; this is relatively important 
nT 

and this argument led Jaffe to the prediction of a stable particle. 

However, even in the SU(3) limit, this calculation is far from a 

complete dynamical treatment. First of all the chromomagnetic force has not 

the simple form (9) but includes also a term acting on the spatial coordinates 

Cusually taken as the contact form Scr)); secondly the kinetic and confining 

energies have been omitted and this results in a very crude approximation. 

In the following a more realistic potential will be used. We shall adopt the 

291 
form proposed by Bhaduri and al which is known to give a very good descrip
tion for both meson and baryon properties. 

with the parameters K.» 102.67 MeV fin, ? - 0.0326 (MeV - 1fm) 1 / 2, D - 913.S MeV 

r » (1/2.2 fm) essentially determined from the charmoniun spectroscopy. Mote 

that for this potential the chromomagnetic force is not a pure contact force 

but rather a smeared short range Yukawa. The central term, which is the 

usual Coulomb plus linear, is flavor independent while the hyperfine term 

depends on flavor through a (m- m - ) ~ term, in all our calculations we kept 

the parameters as given by the original Bhaduri's work; thus the only free 

parameter is our reference mass m. With this potential the Schrodinger equation 

is solved for the baryon systems in an harmonic oscillator (HO) basis. We 

shall be concerned only by the lowest states which correspond to color sin

glet, to spin 1/2, flavor octet and L = 0 orbital momentum. The wave function 

is written as 
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^%£i)'- <*«>£ <*-) ^ ^ [ f c * * * 
(12) 

Here we need to explain our notations. 
CO 23) is the color singlet wave function, which, for the case of 3 particles 
considered here, can be formed in an unique way (and thus can be factorized) 
as the Slater determinant built on the 3 colors; it is completely antisymme-
tric and the Pauli principle imposes to the rest of the wave function to be 
fully symmetric. There are two possibilities of foiming S * 1/2 for 3 particles; 
they may be distinguished by the partial coupling <F of particles 2 and 3 
S » 0 is antisymmetric under particle 2 and 3 exchange while CT « 1 is 
symmetric, fig- is the corresponding spin wave function with projection 
number Mg : for instance for NU « 1/2 

In the very same way for the SU(3) F flavor group there are two possibilities 
of forming an octet; they are distinguished by the index f : f = 0 is anti-

Mc 
symmetric under 2 * * 3 exchange while f = 1 is symmetric. F. is the 

(MP = P, N, £ + , IT , IT, A , 2 , 2 ). For instance for M P = P 
corresponding flavor wave function with Mp as the components of the octet 

a, 
(14) 
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The complete set for all the flavor components can be found for instance 

in Close ' (with the same phase convention as as but with particles 1 and 

2 playing the role of 2 and 3). 

The space wave functions are expanded on harmonic oscillator functions 

*fiij(ac) and TVA fjî) * o r t' i e t w o physical Jacobi coordinates 

The size parameter b can be chosen as the lenght unit. Pauli principle further 

restricts the sumiation (12) to o"+ f + * even. The technics for calculating 

the matrix elements of the Hamiltonian in the basis (12) have been developed 

elsewhere .The coefficients d j of the wave functions result fresn the 

diagonalisation. The calculations can be done up to a maximum value for the 

quanta number N « 2 n + £ * 2 V + A . The index a denotes the various radial 

excitations. For N * 0 there are two basis functions but only one combination 

|0 > which fulfils the Pauli principle 

fo (15) 

If the calculations are performed up to N = 0, this state |0 > is the ground 

state wave function | B >. The size parameter b is determined by the varia

tional condition . In doing so,it still depends on the reference 

mass m; the function bûn) is plotted on Fig. 2. V; a typical value, m can 

be chosen as 384 MeV which is the average mass for the physical octet, then 

b = 0.634 fin. In the following the calculation will be pushed up to N = 2 

quanta, with the b value determined as previously. There are 8 basis states 

but only 3 satisfy Pauli principle. In addition to \0 > there are two more 

states 11 > and |2 > completely antisymmetric, namely 
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' A 

|2>s L\tyh^*)L+f*-**']-*i***V1i)*t%t\ (,6) 

There are 3 corresponding eigenstates | T . » 0,1,2 > which can be alterna
tively expanded on the basis Ji >. Sometimes these states jTj^ > are also 
denoted by |B >, IB*>, |B**>. To this approximation the ground state |B > 
is now a superposition of basic states like in (12) or like in (15), (16) 
and the spatial wave function is no longer a pure gaussian as |B Q > = JO > 
was. This point is important and will deserve further discussions. 

The dilambda problem includes six particles and cannot be solved 
exactly. Among the various approximations introduced to deal with those kinds 
of problems, the resonating group method '(WM) is specially attractive and 

331 has been widely used in the N-N scattering . The interesting point is 
that it allows an exact treatment for the center of mass motion and, moreover, 
the asymptotic scattering channels appear in a natural way. But the bound 
states may be attainable as well. The RQ4 trial wave function looks like 

a ( 1 7 ) 

Here % and Ml are the antisymmetrized baryon wave functions (12) and PC. 
a relative cluster wave function. The various channels c are defined by the 
clusters (a,b) as well as the possible couplings for them symbolically denoted 
by [. J . In order to fulfil Pauli principle we need to introduce the anti-
synmetrizer Po between identical quarks. We shall suppose that the clusters 
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are in a relative L = 0 wave. Being the product of two colorsinglets the 
total wave function is obviously a color singlet as it should be. Concerning 
the spin and flavor degrees of freedom the H quantum numbers must be imposed, 
namely spin zero, flavor singlet. They are obtained by summing over the 
magnetic quantum numbers with appropriate Clebsch-Gordan coefficients : for 
the spin the usual SU(2) coefficients {1/2 x 1/2 -+0) and for the flavor 
the SU(3) coefficients (8 x 8-*1). With our phase convention this last 
coupling is explicitly given by 

H . A. r «%s-p - **•- ="* - fi- iT*z'z\ AAJ 
'HL (18) 

which is symmetric under cluster exchange. Thus in terns of the baryon clusters 
the H is in a S wave. In the R31 the cluster functions V and ^. 
are calculated as explained before and are maintained frozen while the 
variationnal procedure is applied uniquely on the relative function 
It is convenient to expand the radial part of / t o n a basis | u > which will 
be precised later (let us recall that the angular part is just YQQ(R)). Deno
ting Ac*. = < u I jLc > the components of 3ft on that basis, the variationnal 
equation resulting from (17) is the well known Hill-Wheeler (HW) equation 

c'y 

where the norm Jt and energy <K> kernels are defined by 

09) 

(20) 
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Due to the properties the anti-
symmetrizer rtf remains only in the bra vector as in (20). For the particu
lar system under consideration ]\> can be replaced by U - 9 P.. giving 
rise to two contributions for the kernels : the direct ones (D) coining from 
the unit operator Ĵ and the exchange ones CE) coming from the 1 <-*• 4 
permutation operator P.4. In this paper we shall not give the way for solving 
the HH equation in all its details; this can be found in ref. 34. We only 
sketch the overall features. In a first step the total intrinsic hamiltonian 
3C is decomposed as a sun of intrinsic cluster hamiltonians, relative kinetic 
energy and intercluster potential energy 

JC. * L * % * K * V ± (21) 

Since Mi. and % are assumed to be eigenstates of %U. and .444 
with eigenvalues E and EL, the effect of the intrinsic cluster hamiltonians 
is simply to replace the total intrinsic energy E by the relative energy 
for the channel c : 6 6 « E - E_ - &.; this is precisely the physical energy 
for a scattering problem. Now, taking into account the fact that 

df<u.,t'v.' = £«*' &**,' a n d vab = ° £ o r i n t e r 1 u a r k 

potentials of type (11) the HW equation (19) can be recast, in matricial 
form, as 

(22) 

with the "effective" potential V defined by 

Vw^ K*2»«.y£)*'-«•'•£•' ( 2 3 ) 
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The crucial point, in our method, is to expand the direct part (left hand 
side of (22)) in the separation basis 

<RW=Ac> = Sfe-Ro) 
(24) 

but the exchange part (right hand side of (22)) in the harmonic oscillator 

basis 

C2S) 

The reason for that will be justified below. Introducing the free propagator 
G (E) = (E - K )~ , whose matrix elements in the harmonic oscillator basis 

341 have been derived elsewhere ', the bound state energy for our system is 
found by solving 

dtt[U- d,.te)V(E)jS0 (26) 

The order of the corresponding matrix is T^ it A g where Mc is 
the number of channels considered and Vlg the maximum number of terms in 
the harmonic oscillator basis for the relative quantities. 

For scattering problems ifcltC) has an oscillating behavior and it 
is not justified to expand it on an harmonic oscillator basis. This is why 
we treat the direct part of (22) as usual by introducing the propagator G 
{G! in case of scattering). On the other hand, the exchange kernels coming 
from a quark exchange between one cluster and the other, are expected to fall 
off very quickly once the clusters are not overlapping. Expressed in terms 
of the oscillator basis this property means that V , , goes rapidly to 
zero when n (or n') is increasing. It is our experience (for NN scattering 
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but also in this paper) that V ^ c, n, = 0 for n,n' > 2 (=«^-i) is a fairly 
good approximation. By far those exchange terms are the most complicated 
and also the most time consuming. The advantage of using an harmonic oscillator 
basis is that, since the cluster functions (12) are themselves expressed 
on that basis, the kernels can be exactly calculated with a finite number 
of terms through the generalized Brody-Moshinksy technics •*. K ~ ' , , is 
essentially of the same form as <^fi^J

c,,Moreover, the intercluster poten
tial V u , which in principle contains nine contributions can be, because 
of symmetry considerations, expressed by 

VaW -* V<n + l<V<s- + k^tS (27) 

Therefore the "effective" potential V can be computed once four types of 
kernels JT, V, 4, V 1 s > V 2 5 « % (<« 1,2,3,4) are calculated. Each of 
these takes the form 

SsfW,J».fW (28) 

(«O M l ftf) where S v , F , 2. J are the contributions coining respectively from the 
spin, flavor and space parts of the basis functions (12). 

One must emphasize that, in the SU(3) limit considered in this 
section, the Hamiltonian does not depend on flavor degrees of freedom 
and consequently the four terms F (*' are all identical being equal to 

F<**,Ml) - < i% W R*KiW> (29) 
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In the example treated here the coupling [,FFJ was made to a flavor singlet. 
However one can imagine other couplings; in fact it is veil known that 
coupling two octets gives rise to several multiplets. Explicitly 

8 88 = (!?• «.•0*(40**'5&f») C30) 

where the first 3 IR are symmetric under baryon exchange while the last 
3 are antisymmetric. Of course other couplings give other values for the 
F quantity (29); for example for the nucleon-nucleon interaction, one must 
take the values coming either from the 27 (NN S Q is purely in the 27) or 
from the 10 ( W S 1 is purely in the 10). For A A scattering, which is not 
in a pure iR ( AA = 4- \js &\ **S \»s\ -tf3 \a\J ) 

it is again a new value. These different F values are given in Appendix A. 
Because the chromomagnetic term contains explicitly the spin degrees of 
freedom the S*-*̂  functions depend not only from the total S (SU(2) JR) but 
also from the type of kernels ( 4 - 1,2,3,4). The same property holds for 
the space functions E . These quantities S1- ' and B " ' are quite complica
ted; they are not given in this paper but can be found in our internal 
report . Chronologically we began by studying the N-N interaction and 
thus used the F functions relative to this case; switching to the dilambda 
problem in the SU(3) limit the only modification is to replace the correspon
ding F functions in our codes. 

Let us come to the results. First we shall see the effect of the 
type of irreducible representation resulting for the coupling of the two 
baryons. For that we calculate the baryon wave function (12) with the average 
mass m = 384 MeV; the value for the size parameter derived from the stability 
condition with Bhaduri's potential (11) is b = 0.634 fm. For this study the 
most simple calculation corresponding to a gaussian wave function |B_ > = |0 >' 
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is enough. For the W M equation only one channel |B Q B > is considered. As 

already stated the various calculations correspond to various flavor functions 

F ( 2 7 î (for N-N 1 S 0 ) , F
C 1 0 ) (for NN h}), F ( M ) (for M hQ) F C 1 ) (for the 

H) in the expressions of the kernels (28). These are expanded in the HO basis 

up to n and n* » 4 » n£ - 1. The phase shifts §(E) are calculated through 

the transition matrix ^. We do not report the results for N-N interactions 

because they are rather familiar and connton to a lot of works already published 

in littérature and they are not the topics of this paper; they can be found 

in ref. 36 for the Bhaduri's potential. The essential feature is a behavior 

characteristic of a scattering by a hare core. With the same formalism we also 

37") 
studied the hyperon-nucleon scattering and got the corresponding hard 

71 
core radii very sjjnilar to the trends presented by Oka et al . More original 

is the A A scattering. The only experimental information relies on the two 

samples of observed double A hypernuclei : j^Be and ^He K It seems 

that the A A interaction should be slightly attractive but not enough to 

expect a bound state. The only calculation done to our knowledge has been 

performed by Oka et al ' in a formalism close to ours but with a different 

potential.They found again a hard core behavior. In figure 3 the phase shift 

& is plotted versus the energy; our conclusion is identical to that of 

Oka et al . In our case the hard core radius is r » 0.44 fin; it is clear 

that there is no bound state. In the same figure the phase shift S 

corresponding to the H channel is also displayed. The conclusion is totally 

different since we get an attractive potential; moreover S(0) - S Gtij) = X 

and this is the signature for the existence of a bound state (Levinson theorem). 

Thus in the SU(3) limit the H is bound but not the AA system (remember that 

A A has only a probability i to be in the flavor singlet). let us also 

point out that the coupling to a pure 8 I.R gives a spurious state, that is 
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a state which has a vanishing nonn once it is fully antisynmetrized. 

Now we focuse on the quantitative value of the H binding energy 
which is computed by solving equation (26).In particular we explore how 
the results are influenced by the degree of complexity contained in the 
method. These are sunamrized in Fig. 4 where the binding energy (relative 
to the B-B threshold) is plotted as a function of the reference mass m; the 
average value m = 384 MeV is indicated by a small vertical line. For each m 
value, the consistent value for the size parameter b is chosen as stated from 
Fig. 2. In a first step we analyze the convergence of the results as a function 
of n» , the number of terms in the H3 basis used to expand the various kernels 
j/çjj çjj, (n, n' » 0,1,2,...,n^ - 1} For this study the baryon wave function- -
is still a gaussian (15) and only one channel |Bo Bo > is considered. One 
sees a big difference between the case n^ • 1 and n^ » 2, a much smaller 
one between n. « 2 and n» • 3 and then for n^ • 4 arid 5 (we restrict our
selves t o n . ^ 5) the curves are not distinguishable from these corresponding 
t o n . » 3.-A fairly good convergence is achieved as soon as n• » 3 and in the 
following this latter value is adopted once for all. In the next step the 
baryon wave function is refined including in the ground state | B > the 
components on the 2 quanta excitations (16). The baryon wave function is no 
longer a gaussian; this kind of improvement is practically never done because 

it is very difficult to be handled with. However it was shown in a previous 
381 paper that this dynamical consistency has an important effect for N N 

scattering. In the present case, if we restrict ourselves to only one 
channel | BB > calculation the effect is not so strong, being of order of 
a few MeV. Lastly, besides the baryon ground state, the first two radial 
excited states | B*> and I B** > were computed and a full REM treatment 
including 6 channels : |BB >, |BB* >,|B B **>, JB*B*>, JB*B** >,JB**B"* > 
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is performed. In this way it is possible to gain some ten MeV more in the 
binding energy. From this most sophisticated calculation it seems that the 
dilambda, in the SUC 3D F syranetry limit, is bound by some 40 MBV. This was 
also the conclusion of the work due to Oka and collaborators . 
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3. THE DILAMBDA WITH BROKEN SU(3) p 

As is well known for a long time SU(3) flavor synrnetry is only an 
approximate one; the masses for the baryon octet are not degenerate and they 
increase by around 180 MeV when gaining one unit of strangeness. Translated 
in terms of quarks this means that the strange quark mass m is heavier by 
some 200 MeV with respect to the ordinary quark mass m = m^ = m.. Besides 
this kinematic symnetry breaking there are two other (dynamical) sources 
which actually break the SU(3)p symmetry 

i) The kinetic energy terms P?/2 m. 
ii) the chromomagnetic force (11) which depends explicitly from 

the mass through the term (m^m.) . . . 
For strong interactions, SU(2) isospin symmetry is still a very good one 
and for NN scattering the treatment presented in the previous section holds 
without any change. However, in die case studied here, the system mixes quarks 
with u, d, and s flavors and SU(3) F breaking comes into the game and must 
have non negligible effects. These effects are the topics of the present section. 

In the case of a pure chromomagnetic force as the one introduced in 
the beginning of section II (formula 9) Rosner ' studied how is modified the 

c mu-binding if one increases the value of the parameter o« 1 - -= measuring 
the SU(3) breaking ( S * 0 for SU{3)p symmetry). There is a coupling between 
the 490 and 189 SUC6) irreducible representations. The lowest state, which is 
identified to the H, increases with S (linearly for small S from - ^r 

16a ^u 
for £ * G) while the threshold remains stable at - - 2 | (with 
a pure chromomagnetic force (9) the A mass is independent of m } . The 
energy crosses the threshold energy for S «0.47. It is clear from this 
study that the symmetry breaking tends to destroy the binding. However, the 
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mixing in the wave function is of order S and thus the perturbed wave 

function is practically a pure 490 I.R. 

Our aim is to improve our previous dynamical RGM calculations by 

including, at least partially the SU(3)p breaking. The mass term gives only 

a constant shift for the total energy of a given strangeness and thus is 

transparent for the binding.lt was argued that the kinetic energy terms 

contribute mainly to the internal energy of each baryon and thus is also 

unimportant for the binding relative to threshold. We think this argument may 

be not so conclusive and anyhow must be taken with caution; nevertheless a 

proper and correct treatment of the kinetic energy terms is a very complicated 

problem which shall not be studied in the following. In this section the SU(3)p 

breaking comes exclusively from the chromomagnetic term. A reference mass m 

is still maintained and the size parameter b is chosen as before for each 

m value. The results will depend on m partly because of the b dependence and 

partly because the kinetic energy terms are kept as beforce p, /imu and 

vary for each reference mass. The chromomagnetic force is modified by a 
"2 SU 

flavor dependent factor x- t » J" _ so that vfj = x,-VeM • Up to this * Xj m* m« ij IJ
 w' 

1 J 71 

point, this is the procedure adopted by Oka et al . But then, concerning 

this part, our respective treatments are divergent. Oka et al fitted the x , , 

as to give the correct observed threshold differences of AA , ti— and ££. 

channels. Here we prefer rely entirely on the potential and use the x.. 

values as defined through their mass relation. Wë think that this procedure 

is the best to provide a full consistency between the dilambda system and 
2 2 2 the threshold. We need 3 values in the calculation x. = m /m , x» - m /m m , 

2 2 

x, = m / m ; they are determined by the choice of the reference mass m and 

the parameters m = 337 MeV, m = 600 MeV imposed by Bhaduri's potential. 
H * 

2 
Note that the relation x-x, - y£ is fulfilled whereas this is not true in 

http://binding.lt
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Oka'swork. The baryon energies =».re calculated within this frame (kinetic 
2 SU. 

energy *_• and V-. * x-- V ^ ) for the ground state as well as the two first 

radial excited states. The octet masses are now no more degenerate and we 

define the centroid energy 

I =. Lf* W + £(K) fa a.z) +â£(ï)l ( 3 1 ) 

for the ground states and corresponding excited states. Of course, the 

lowest threshold with H quantun number is 2E(A). 

What is modified for the 6 quark system ? In principle there is a 

mixing of representations which in our case concerns the singlet and 27 I.R. 

But as shown by Rosner and as already explained in the beginning of the 

section the mixing is very weak and we neglect it using the flavor singlet 

function (18) throughout. This is in line with a perturbative treatment. 

In the same spirit the components d \ for the baryon wave functions (12) 

are those derived in the SU(3)p limit. The symmetry breaking manifests itself 

by two important modifications. First the intrinsic Hamiltonians JU. and <ty> 

acting on the baryon wave functions give flavor dependent energies. The 

results is that the energy which appears in the ROM equation (26) is relative 

to an averag • threshold £ + & b with 6 given by (31). In calculating 

the binding energy one must substract the difference between this average 

threshold and the physical threshold 2E(A). The second point is induced by 

the chromomagnetic force when acting on the flavor wave function. The net 

effect is to replace the flavor functions F (f a, f b, f'-.fV) in eq (28) by 

another one F v (f a>*b>
f ,

a>f'b>
 xi> x2» x3^- I t ; depends explicitly on the x^ 

parameters and depends also on the particular type of potential et= 1,2,3,4. 

These new functions are postponed to Appendix B. 
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The binding energies relative to the physical threshold 2E ft) 
obtained after this symmetry breaking treatment are shown on Figure S as a 
function of the reference mass m. One sees that the dependence on m is less 
pronounced than for the SU(3) limit. Three types of calculations are displayed. 
A gaussian baryon wave function 1 B > with only one channel ] B B > for 
curve 1. A sophisticated baryon wave function \ B > (up to 2 quanta) but with 
only one channel /BB > for curve 2. A full RGM treatment with sophisticated 
baryon wave functions jB >, |B*>, JB**> and 6 coupled channels |BB>, IBB*>, 
|BB**>, 1B*B*>, |BBS, |B**B**>for cuve 3.It is clear a^ia that oapling the charnels 
allows to gain around 10 MeV in binding.Despite this favorable circumstance 
the H is unbound by some 70 MeV. The fact that the dilambda is bound in 
SU(3).7 \imit and unbound after synmetry breaking has already been pointed 

71 
out by Oka et al ; with another quark potential and more refined baryon and 
RCM calculations we are led to the same conclusion and even to the same 
quantitative results. It is important to emphasize that the loss of binding 
is due to the fact that syirmetry breaking benefits much more to the 
threshold than to the 6 quark system. Indeed the H is still bound by 30 MeV 
relative to the average threshold 2 1 ; but now the A mass is very low and 
the physical threshold is some 100 MeV below the average threshold. 

file:///imit
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4. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper we studied the dilambda energy by performing a full 
dynamical calculation in the- non relativistic potential model. Most of the 
previous works, mainly done in bag models or skyrmion models, predicted 
an H dibaryon stable under strong interactions. However there exist other 
predictions with opposite conclusions. Experimentally the situation is also 
very unclear : the existence of a stable dibaryon is not proved. To our know
ledge only one calculation was done in a non relativistic model; the H 
appears as a sharp resonance some 27 MeV above the A A threshold. Our 
own study is much in line with this latter work : we used the resonating 
group method trial wave function because it is the proper one to deal correctly 
with the center of mass motion. However our approach differs seriously from 
that of Oka et al ' on several points. First we employed another quark-quark 
potential which has proved to be very successful1 in meson and baryon spectros
copy. Secondly our treatment is more sophisticated in two aspects : 

i) the gaussian approximation for the baryon wave function (15) is 
relaxed and the wave function is now expanded on harmonic oscillator basis 
up to two quanta 

ii) we made a 6 coupled channel calculation including not only the 
ground state baryon wave function but also the first two rrHial excited states. 
Third we treat consistently the H system and its threshold (that is with the 
same potential and approximations). We have only one free parameter which is the 
average quark mass m. All the results are displayed versus this reference 
mass. In a pure SU(3) F limit the H is bound by some 40 MeV; once this symmetry 
is broken (partially through the chromomagnetic force only) it is pushed some 
70 MeV above the A A threshold. The effect of the coupling to radial excited 
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baryon states is not negligible since it allows to gain around 10 MeV in the 
binding. The drastic change in the stability arises because the A A threshold 
benefits much more by SU(3)_ synmetry breaking than the dilambda system 
does. After this long and complete study we agree fully with the conclusions 
of Oka et al; it seems that non relativistic models are much more pessimistic 
than bag or skyrmion models concerning the existence of stable exotic hadrons. 
The dilambda problem still remains a challenge which needs further studies. 
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APPENDIX A 

Here we give the value for the flavor functions 

where F£(123) are the pure SU(3) F octet wave functions given for instance in 

ref. 30 and where f is the syometry index : 

f = 0 antisymmetric under 2 *» 3 exchange 

f • 1 synmetric under 2 *•» 3 exchange 

The superscript c indicates which type of coupling we consider; below we 

are interested only in four situations 

C - (1) the flavor singlet used for the H study 

C • (27) used for NN 's scattering 

C * (TO) used for NN 3 S , scattering 

C - (AAÎ used for AA scattering 

Using symmetry properties of the wave functions it is easy to prove that 

f%H'-.^ - h&*& FTHW CA.2) 

(CI In Table 1 we report the values of F '(f-.fL) for the four previous couplings 

Table 1 

^ * ( £ a » V C = 1 C = 2 7 C = 10 C = A A 

f a = f b = ° - V3 1 - 1 1/2 

£ a = ° £b = 1 

£

a = 1 £b = ° 
- 1 1/3 1 1/6 

£ a - £ b " ' 1 5/9 1/3 1/2 
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APPENDIX B 

Here we restrict ourselves to the flavor singlet coupling but 

present how the flavor functions F are modified after the breaking of SU(3)_ 
2 2 symmetry. Let us introduce, as in the text, the strength parameters x. • m /ne, 

2 2 2 

x, * m /m m , x, » m / m and the flavor operators 

î>« P ? P** 

<Hq2 where P.- are projector operators which take the value 1 if particles ij are 

of type I'll?' ° otherwise. 

The F functions are now defined by 

(B.I) 

.i4) IW^JW*%>. < W>W*»fc H IWMW> (B>2) 

For the norm kernel X y must be understood as unity; the F function is identi

cal to the one used for SU(3) symmetry and was presented in Appendix A. Concer

ning the energy kernels we stressed that we need only 3 types of exchange, 

namely (ij) • 14, (ij) • 15 and (ij) * 25. The corresponding F functions are 

given below in Tables 2,3,4. The vanishing values are removed from the tables 

Table 2 

fa fb £'a f , b 
F(14) 

0 0 0 0 (Xj - x 1 - 6 x2)/18 

0 

1 

1 

0 

0 

1 

1 

0 

- (x 1 + 2 x2)/3 

1 1 1 1 (3x1 + 2 x 2 + x3)/6 
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£ a £ b f ' a £ ' b 
BC15) 

0 0 0 0 - 01 x , + 10 x , + 3 x,)/72 

0 1 0 0 C- x 1 + 2 x 2 - x 3 ) ^3/72 

0 0 0 1 

1 1 1 0 

C- x 1 + 2 x 2 - x 3 ) \J?/24 

0 1 0 1 - C9 ^ + 14 x 2 + x 3 ) /24 

1 0 1 0 - C11 x 1 + 10 x 2 + 3 x 3 ) /24 

1 0 1 1 (x, - 2 x 2 • x 3 ) tf?/24 

1 1 1 1 C9 x, • 14 XJ + x 3 ) /24 

Table 3 

Table 4 

£ a % £ ' a £ ' b FC2S) 

0 0 0 0 - (9 x 1 + 14 x 2 • x 3 ) /72 

0 0 0 1 

0 0 1 0 

0 1 0 0 

1 0 0 0 

Cx1 + x 3 - 2 x 2 ) )f?/36 

1 1 0 0 

0 0 1 1 
Cx1 + x 3 - 2 x 2 ) /24 

1 0 1 0 

0 1 0 1 
- C9 x, + 14 Xj + x 3 ) /24 

1 0 0 1 

0 1 1 0 
- Cx, + Xj - 2 x 2 ) /24 

1 1 1 1 C9 x, + 14 x 2+x 3)/24 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Present status for the predicted H mass. The physical thresholds 
for strangeness 0,1,2 are reported on the left column . The various 
calculations are classified in four categories each one assigned 
to one column. The corresponding references are indicated in brackets. 

The size parameter b for the baryon harmonic oscillator wave functions 
is plotted versus the reference mass m. This parameter is determined 
by the variationnal condition /^E QA. « 0, the ground state energy 
being calculated with Bhaduri's potential and up to N = 0 quanta 

Phase shifts (in degrees) as the function of the relative kinetic 
energy in the center of mass for the two channels A A snà H, calcu
lated in the limit of SU(3) p. 

Binding energy (relative to BB threshold) for the H particle calcu
lated in the SU(3)p limit, as a function of the reference mass 
m » mq; the average value m • 384 Mev is indicated by a small verti
cal line. The solid curves correspond to the convergence with the 
maximum number of nodes n - n^-1 for the H.O basis in the relative 
wave function. The cases with n * 3 and n = 4 are superinposed with 
n « 2. The dashed curves Ich and 6 ch correspond respectively to 
one and six channels calculations and with a sophisticated baryon 
wave function. 

Binding energy (relative to AA threshold) for the H particle, as 
a function of the reference mass m . The curve 1 is relative to a 

H 
1 channel |B Q B >, the curve 2 to a 1 channel-|B B > and the 
curve 3 to a 6 channel \B B>,|B B* >, JB B ** >f |B*B* >, IB* B**>, 
|B** B** > calculation.The average mass m = 384 Mev is indicated by 
a vertical line. 


